
ATF ANTHEM
• In the heart of Asia, under the burning sun,

• We stand united, together as one.

• Rackets in our hands, eyes on the prize,

• Every shot we take, echoes in the skies.

• Chorus:

• Bound by passion, driven by dreams,

• In every heartbeat, our spirit screams.

• We rise through the challenge, we break through the pain,

• In the silence, our will remains.



• Chorus:

• This is where legends are born, under the Asian sky,

• With every serve and return, we aim higher and fly.

• In the arena of titans, we set our own mark,

• We are the Asian Federation, igniting tennis spark.

•

• Across the diverse lands, our spirits soar,

• With the power of unity, we roar.

• The clash of the titans, on this sacred ground,

• Where every champion’s fate is found.

• Chorus:

• In the heat of battle, our resolve is tested,

• With every victory, our legacy is vested.

• We return from the court, stronger than before,

• Together, we open victory's door.



• Chorus:

• This is where legends are born, under the Asian sky,

• With every serve and return, we aim higher and fly.

• In the arena of titans, we set our own mark,

• We are the Asian Federation, igniting the spark.

• In the silence of the night, our dreams catch fire,

• Together, we reach for the unseen, climbing higher.

• In the echo of our will, in the strength of our heart,

• We find the power to make a new start.

• Chorus:

• This is where legends are born, under the Asian sky,

• With every serve and return, we aim higher and fly.

• In the arena of titans, we set our own mark,

• We are the Asian Federation, igniting tennis spark.



• Outro:

• With every challenge, we grow, our spirits never tire,

• In the Asian Federation, we burn with desire.

• For the love of the game, for the glory and the fame,

• In tennis, we find our flame.


